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(54) VIBRATORY DRIVE SYSTEMS

(71) We, OMEGA LOUIS BRANDT &
FRERE S.A,. of 96 Staempflistrasse, 2500
Bienne, Switzerland; 21 Swiss body corporate,
do hereby declare the invention, for which

5 we pray that a patent may be granted to
us, and the method by which it is to be
performed, to be particularly described in
and by the following statement:—
The present invention relates to vibratory

10 drive systems suitable, but not exclusively
for electric timepieces, wherein a vibratory
member is a part of a mechanical resonator
constituting the time keeping element, the
resonant vibrations of which are maintained

15 by an electric drive.
In vibratory drive systems of this type,

generally a vibratory member is fixed to
an elastic arm permitting periodically occur-
ring, substantially rectilinear movements of
the vibratory member, the vibratory arm and
vibratory member being considered as a
resonator. For maximum stability of the
resonance frequency the energy in the re-
sonator when vibrating must be large com-

25 pared with any energy drawn from the
resonator.

In most of the vibratory drive systems
of the type described there is a driving
pawl fixed to the vibratory member and

30 extending parallel to the direction of vibra-
tion. This driving Ipawl engages the teeth
of a ratchet wheel, the pivot bearing of
which is carried by a base supporting the
resonator. There is also usually :a non-retum

35 pawl which engages the teeth of the ratchet
wheel.
The normal frequency of vibratory drive

systems of the type described usually lies
between 200 and 700 vibrations per second.

40 The diameters of ratchet wheels of known
construction lie between 1 and 3 mm. These
dimensions show that the parts of vibratory
drive systems for converting the periodic
rectilinear movements into rotary move-

45 ment ofier serious technological problems

[Price 25p]

20

to the designer. Thus the efliciency 0f the
conversion of vibrational into rotary motion
must be very high, for two reasons. The
first that the energy consumption of a vibra»
tory drive system, e.g. for small watches, 50
is not allowed to exceed a predetermined
value depending on the size of driving
battery available. The second is that high
energy transfer leads to the destruction of
the vibratory drive system. In order to attain 55
high efficiency the pawls must be very
accurately adjusted relative to the ratchet
wheel, and the pawls must be made of wear-
resistant material. Unfortunately in known
vibratory drive systems the adjustment of 60
the pa-wls and the support of the ratchet
wheel are subjected to undesired changes
since the fixing points of vibratory member,
ratchet wheel and non-retum pawl are
usually placed relatively far from each 55
other on a base plate and all parts are sub-
jected both thermic and mechanical
disturbances.

In such vibratory drive systems the ampli-
tude of the movements of the vibratory 70
member must be kept constant within close
limits and the positions of the pawls and
the ratchet wheel must remain unchanged
within small limits, to ensure accurate time
gefifiing. Such requirements are dificult to 75
u .
A further problem in vibratory drive

systems of the type described is that in
wrist watches the rate of transmission of
energy from vibratory to rotary motion 80
should not exceed a few microwatts. The
useful forces thereby appearing in a vibra-
tory drive system are accordingly small.
Therefore, very small disturbing forces may
lead to operating troubles. Such disturbing 85
forces appear e.g. between the pawls and the
ratchet wheel if layers of liquids, such as
water or oil form between these parts, the
molecular attraction of Which in the form
of surface tension and adhesion exceeds 90
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the drive force available.
The aforesaid layers at liquids may arise

by diffusion, i.e. volatilization of oil from
oiI-lubricated bearings of a watch, and con-
densation on the ratchet wheel, or by con-
densation 6f water vapor from moist air.
If the bearings of a ratchet wheel are oil-
lubricated the path of diflusion is relatively
short. In many cases the condensation of
water vapor cannot be avoided even in
water-proof clock-eases.
According to the present invention there

is therefore provided a vibratory drive
system suitable, but not exclusively for time-

15 pieces, said drive system comprising a vibra-
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tory member, a motion converting system
mounted on a vibrating portion of said
vibratory member, said motion—converting
system including a pair of pawls extending
oppositely to one another and substantially
parallel to the direction of vibration of said
portion, a ratchet wheel located so as to
be acted upon by both said pawls, support
means for said ratchet wheel enabling it
to rotate. said ratchet wheel or pawls being
loosely mounted in order to allow free rela-
tive movement between said pawls and
ratchet wheel to a limited extent to and fro
in the direction of said vibration, a stepwise
rotational movement being imparted to the
ratchet wheel whenever the direction of
motion of said vibratory motion is reversed.
due to said relative movement caused by
the inertia of the ratchet wheel or pawls
respectively.
One embodiment of the vibratory drive

system according to the invention is charac-
terized in that the ratchet wheel’s axis of
rotation is movable relative to the vibratory
member, whilst the pawls are fixed to the
vibratory member. For the operation of
the drive, however. only relative movements
are necessary between the pawls and the
ratchet wheel. Alternatively the ratchet
wheel’s axis of rotation could be fixed to
the vibratory member. whilst then the pawls
would be movable relative to the vibratory
member.

Preferably the pawis and the ratchet
wheel are located within a closed sleeve
detachably mounted on the vibratory
member. The sleeve may be filled with a
liquid having a low vapor pressure or low
vscosity, or with one of the known lubri-
cating gases. As liquids silicone oils, or solu-
tions the constituents of which change the
physical properties of the liquid, such as
the surface tension, may be used. It is ad-
vantageous to fill the sleeve with liquid,
since surface tension can no longer appear
as a disturbing force if the sleeve is totally
filled. Since liquids in themselves have a
greater density than gases their composition
is not changed even after a long period of
time.

To el'lt‘ect magnetic coupling between
ratchet wheel and 21 coupling wheel a pair
of magnetic poles is only necessary on one
wheel, whilst the other wheel is a toothed
ferromagnetic yoke consisting of magneti-
cally soft material. Preferably the ratchet
wheel assembly comprises a magnet with
at least one pair of magnetic poles, having
a relatively high magnetic intensity. This
pair of magnetic poles may have their axis
parallel to the rotational axis or a radius of
the wheel. axially according to the arrange-
ment of the coupling wheel and the ratchet
wheel relative to each other. An especially
powerful coupling exists if the rotation axes
of the ratchet wheel and the coupling wheel
are arranged nearly parallel with each other
and if the periphery of one lies within the
periphery of the other. Then both wheels
have the same direction of rotation. The
axis of the coupling wheel, however, may
be displaced relative to that of the ratchet
wheel in such a manner that both wheels
rotate oppositely. If the coupling wheel is
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arranged coaxially with the ratchet wheel 90
there are no radial components of the mag-
netic forces to disturb the dynamics of the
ratchet wheel.

If the ratchet wheel is disposed on the
vibratory member, and the vibratory member
moves relative to the rotation axis of the
coupling wheel, the ratchet wheel moves
relative to the coupling wheel. Thus, during
operation the reciprocal distance between the
rotation axes of the two wheels is changed
periodically. The magnetic coupling may be
such that the transmission of the torque
from the ratchet wheel to the coupling wheel
is not affected by the periodical fluctuations
of the distance between the rotation axes,
even if the amplitude of the rectilinear move-
ments of the vibratory member is substan-
tially increased. In principle no special
additional conditions need be considered for
the construction of the vibratory drive
system If, however, the tolerances for pro-
duction and adjustment need to be excep-
tionally great, the vibratory drive system
is provided with stops fixed to the vibratory
member. said stops limiting the possible
movement between the ratchet wheel and
pawls in the direction of vibration. More-
over the arrangement of the stops, the pawls
and the ratchet wheel on the Vibratory
member is made in such a manner that
from a position of rest the mobility in one
direction is approximately one-fourth of the
length of a tooth of the ratchet wheel, and
in the opposite direction approximately
three fourths of the length of a tooth.

Further particulars of the invention are
now described in connection with the
appended drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 shows the parts of a vibratory
drive system serving as a time keeping
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element of an electric timepiece,
Fig. 2 is a detail of a vibratory drive

system according to Fig. 1, illustrating
a position of the ratchet wheel relative

5 to the pawls,
Figs. 3a to 3k show ten stages of periodi-
cally appearing operating conditions
between pawls and ratchet wheel in a
vibratory drive system according to the

10 invention. The distance between the
pawls is shown as varying, but of course
in practice this distance remains com
stant,

Fig. 4 is a top view of essential component
parts of the vibratory drive system
according to Fig. 1, said component
parts being installed in a sleeve partially
cut away,

Fig. 5 is a view in section taken along
the line V-V in Fig. 4.

Fig. 6 is a partial view in section showing
a modified embodiment of. component
parts of the vibratory drive system
according to Figs. 1, 4 and 5, ‘

Fig. 7 is a partial front view in section
showing a modification of the vibratory
drive system according to Figs. 1. 4
and 5,

Fig. 8 is a partial top view of another
embodiment of a vibratory drive
system according to the invention, and

Fig. 9 is a graph illustrating the reciprocal
movements of mass points during the
operation of the system. ‘

35 As shown in Fig. 1 a pole shoe 1 :s asso-
ciated With a coil 2 and forms together with
the latter the essential component parts of
an electromechanic motion converter. The
pole shoe 1 is magnetised, and the magnetic

40 flux cuts the windings of the coil 2. The
coil is mounted on a coil core 3, in the

interior of which the parts of an electric
oscillator circuit may be arranged. the out-
put of which is connected to the ends of the
coil. Screws 4 and 5 fasten the c011 core
and coil to a base plate (not shown). To
the same :base plate there is fixed the end
of a vibratory arm 6, the free end oi: which
is joined to a vibratory body 7‘ bearing the

50 pole shoe 1. In practice the individual patts
1. 6 and 7 are connected to each other by
soldering or bonding.
The pole shoe 1, the vibratory body 7

and the vibratory arm 6 together form one
55 half of a mechanical resonator. In the vibra—

tory arm 6 the accumulated intrinsic energy
of the resonator appears in the form of
potential or kinetic energy. The second half
of the resonator is not shown and may be

60 similar to the first half but located to the
left of the core. In this second half a further
pole shoe is associated With the windings
of the same coil 2. In the described form
the resonator and the oscillator-circuit con-

65 trolled by the resonator serve both as a
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drive system and as the time keeping ele-
ment of an electric wrist watch. On the
vibratory body 7 there is a substantially cir-
cular cylindrical sleeve 8 enclosing a ratchet
wheel 9 and two pawls IO and 11. In Fig. 70
I the relative sizes, especially of the pawls
and the ratchet wheel, are distorted and the
latter are only schematically indicated. In
every case is should be noted that the pawls
are set approximately parallel to each other 75
and to the main direction of vibration of
the Vibratory body 7. The rotation axis of
the ratchet Wheel 9 is approximately per-
pendicular thereto.

The sleeve 8 is preferahl sealed. The 80
ratchet wheel 9 magnetical y transfers a
torque to a coupling wheel 12, which is
arranged outside of the sleeve 8 and is also
shown only schematically. The rotation axis
of the coupling wheel 12 is designated by 85
a cross 13 and extends approximately
parallel with that of the ratchet wheel 9,
but displaced from it. The coupling wheel
could also be arranged approximately coaxial
to the ratchet wheel 9. In this case, how— 90
ever, its magnetically efiective diameter
would be limited approximately to that of
the ratchet wheel. The coupling wheel 12
may be connected to the gear train and
the hands of a clock or watch. 95

L1 Fig. 2 only the ratio of sizes of the
two rows of teeth 16 and 17, the diameter of
a bore-hole 18 of a ratchet wheel 19, the
diameter of a pivot 20, the size of the two
pawl stones 21 and 22, and two pawls 23
and 24 correspond approximately. The
ratchet wheel 19, Which includes the teeth
16, I7, is shown considerably distorted. Two
dash lines 25 and 26 connect the two teeth
rows 16 and 17 and indicate that the peri-
phery of the wheel consists of similar ratchet
teeth. The pivot 20 is fixed to a base plate on
sleeve 8 (not shown) which also carries the
fixed ends of the pawls 23 and 24. The
difference of the diameters of the bore~hole
18 and the pivot 20 is approximately equal
to the length of a tooth in row 16 or 17.

In Fig. 2 there is shown the neutral posi-
tion of the individual component parts
relative to each other. The component parts
are in the neutral position if there is no
relative movement between them and if no
other acceleration than the acceleration due
to gravity acts on them. The axis 27 of the
lbore-hole 18 is at a distance from the axis
28 of the pivot 20 equal to a quarter of the
pitch of the teeth in rows 16 and 17. If the
last named requirements are complied with,
both in the diameters of the bore—hole 18
and the pivot 20 and in the adjustment of
the pawls 23 and 24, the production
tolerance amounts to i one quarter of the
length of a tooth, and a quarter of a pitch,
respectively.

In the case in point the pawls 23 and 24 130
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are fixed to the sleeve base plate at points
displaced from positions diametrically
opposed about the pivot 20, in the dire: ‘.
of vibration. by a quarter of the length v.‘
a tooth of the ratchet wheel 19.

In Fig. 3 the component parts of Fig, 4
are shown schematically. In order to render
the representation less complex. respective
reference characters have been inserted only
in Fig. 3f. Accordingly, the arrows in Fig,
3 represent the pnwls 33 and 24. The steps
are the teeth in rows 16, 17. The eccentri;
circles represent the peripheral lines of the
bore-hole 18 and the pivot projecting into
the bore-hole.

Fig. 3a shows the neutral position corres-
ponding to Fig. 2. In the neutral position
the free ends of the two pawls touch twe
diametrically disposed tooth profiles of the
toothed wheel 19.

Fig. 3b shows a position which occurs
when the vibratory member, the pawls and
the pivot have moved to the right, the pivot
20 and the pawl 23 applying a force to the
ratchet wheel 19, accelerating it. In this
position the pivot 20 has covered a distance

 

of a quarter of one pitch compared with'
the position in Fig. 3a and relative to the
ratchet wheel 19, whilst the pawl 24 has
covered twice the distance, i.e. approxi-
mately the distance of :1 half of one pitch
With regard to the tooth profile which i:
had touched previously.

Fig. 3c shows the position of the com-
ponent parts at a later point of time. wherein
the ratchet wheel 19 continues moving to the
tight. whilst the acceleration of the pawls
and the pivot controlled by the Vibratory
member is already reversed. As soon as the
pivot is again concentric with the bore-hole
18 of the ratchet wheel 19 the pawl 24
strikes a tooth of the row 17, the pawl 23
having moved back from the tooth touched
previously, by one half of one pitch.
Upon further movement of pivot and

pawls to the left, relative to the ratchet
wheel, the component parts reach a posi-
tion according to Fig. 3d, where the pawi
24 still applies a left-directed force on the
ratchet wheel, whilst the pawl 23 has nearly
left the tooth upon which it lay hitherto.
Very shortly after, the pawl 23 falls from
this tooth to the next one. During the period
of time Ebetween the positions of Figs. 3c
and 3d the pivot has covered a distance of
only a quarter of a pitch relative to the
ratchet wheel, whilst the pawl 23 covers
double the distance, Le. a half of one pitch
relative to the ratchet wheel. In this con-
nection it should be pointed out that due
to the construction the distance moved by
both the pawls and by the pivot is the same
and is determined by the movement of the
vibratory member. The different illustrations
in Fig. 3, however, show these distances

relative to the ratchet wheel, which first
cmtacts the free end of one pawl and second
the free end of the other pawl, and rotates
under the drive from these free ends.
The operating condition shown in Fig. 3e

corresponds to that shown in Fig. 3b, but
with the difierence that the directions of
forces and movements are opposite to those
of the first condition. The only difference
is that in the position according to Fig. 3c
—;ompared with the position according to
Fig. 3!.7—the ratchet wheel has been ad-
vanced by one tooth relative to the pawl 23.

In the position according to Fig. 3f the
enter of gravity of the ratchet wheel 19 still

continues to move to the left, whilst pivot
and pawls are already subjected to an
opposite acceleration as compared with the
position according to Fig. 36.
The position according to Fig. 3g corres-

ponds to that according to Fig. 3c, but with
reversed forces and accelerations. To make
clearer the function one must always con-
sider that in the position according to Fig.
34 the movement of the ratchet wheel rela-
tive to the pawl 23 is irreversible and that
the stated equivalents between difierent
dynamic positions during the proceeding
time cannot allow the reversibility of any
intermediate occurrences. A certain periodi-
city occurs only at times after one revolu-
tion of the ratchet wheel.
The dynamic position according to Fig.
corresponds to that according to Fig.3a'.

but with opposite direction of the forces
and accelerations. In the position according
to Fig. 3]: the pawls 23 and 24 have inter-
changed their functions compared with the
position according to Fig. 3d. In the present
Case the pawl 24 is falling from one tooth
of the row 17 on to the next tooth, which
in effect causes the ratchet wheel to advance
by one tooth relative to the pawl 24. The
rotation of the ratchet Wheel relative to the
pawls 23 and 24. and the base plate and
the vibratory member. amounts to one tooth
pitch between the operating conditions
according to Figs. 3a and 3h. Apart from
the irreversible rotation of the ratchet wheel
by this pitch. the dynamic operating con-
dition according to Fig. 311 is completely
comparable with that according to Fig. 3a
The Figs. 31‘ and 3k show the same

dynamic operating condition as the Fig. 317.
Both the last named Figures differ from
each other only by a displacement of the
teeth of rows 16 and 17 relative to the peri—
phery of the bore-hole 18. This displace-
ment is the progressive displacement of the
ratchet wheel by one pitch relative to the
pawl: and the pivot.
‘ Fig. 4 shows two 19an8 31 and 32 engag-
ing the teeth of a ratchet wheel 33, Each of
two different adjustable support members
34 and 35 holds a pawl in position approxi-
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mately parallel with the other, and parallel
with the main direction of vibration of the
Vibratory member.
The adjusting member 34 is fixed to the

bottom 36 of a sleeve 37 by means of three
bolts 38, 39 and 40. Clearly the bolts may
be replaced by soldering or by other fixing
means. The free end of the adjusting mem-
ber 34 rests against an eccentric screw 41 en-
gaging a bore-hole 43 of the base 36 with a
certain pre—load. If the eccentric screw 4]
is turned by means of a screw driver the free
end of the adjusting member is displaced
and thereby also the free end of the pawl 31.
A pivot 44 is provided for the adjusting

member 35, said pivot being inserted in a
friction-tight bore—hole of the base 36. The
free end of the adjusting member 35 and
therewith the free end of the pawl 32 may
be moved by turning the pivot 44.

For clarity the eccentric screw 41. the
two adiustinn members 34 and 35 and the
two pawls 3] and 32 have been omitted
from Fig. 5. This figure shows a hub 46, on
which the ratchet wheel 33 is fitted. The
hub consists of ferromagnetic material
having a high coercivity and comprises at
least one pair of magnetic poles. Thus. the
hub may also be named a magnet wheel.
A pin 48 corresponding to pivot 20 pro-

jects into a bore-hole 47 of the hub 46. said
bin being fastened in a corersponding bore—
hole of the base plate or sleeve 37. The
difference between the diameters of the bore-
hole 47 and the pin 48 amounts armrmci-
matelv to one half of a pitch of the ratchet
wheel 33.
The hub 46 rests on the surface of a flat

watch iewel 49 at a peripheral edge. said
Watch jewel being also fixed to a base plate
36 of the sleeve 37. A further edge 50 of
The hub 46 faces a cover plate 51. which
is inserted in a flanged edge 52 of the sleeve
37 and closes the sleeve. The cover plate
may consist of a mineral material, prefer-
ably of the same material as the watch
jewels. Obviously the material of the cover
plate 51 like that of the sleeve. must be
non-magnetic so that coupling between the
hub 46 and a coupling wheel positioned out-
side the sleeve 37 is not prevented. The sleeve
37 together with its contents corresponds
With the sleeve 8 and its contents of Fig.
1. As before. a coupling wheel is driven
by the ratchet wheel 33.

In the embodiment of Fig. 6 a ratchet
wheel 55 and a magnet wheel 56 are fixed
('"ncen‘tricallv to a wheel axle 57. One end
of this axle is supported in a iewel-bearing
58 without appreciable play. A jewel-bearing
59 surrounds the other end of the axle, with
play of the magnitude of the length of a
tooth of the ratchet Wheel 55. The two
bearings 58 and 59 are positioned in a bottom
plate 60 and cover plate 61 of a sleeve

respectively.
In operation the ratchet wheel 55 and

the magnet wheel rotate together with the
axle 57.

In the embodiment shown in Fig. 7 a
ratchet wheel 63 and a magnet wheel 62 are
fixed to an axle 64, one end of which pro-
jects into a jewel-bearing 65 and the other
end of which is surrounded by a jewel-
bearing 66. The two bearings are positioned
in a base plate 67 and a cover plate 68 of
a sleeve respectively. Between the axle 64
and the two bearings 65 and 66 there is a
play of the magnitude of one pitch of the
ratchet wheel 63. In operation the ratchet
wheel 63, the magnet Wheel 62 and the
axle 64 move periodically to and fro. and
also rotate.

In the embodiment of Fig. 8. there are
stops fixed to the vibratory member in the
form of sleeve walls 71 and 72. In operation
of the ratchet wheel 70, movements thereof
between the walls 71 and 72 are limited
thereby, whilst rotation of the ratchet wheel
70 is initiated by pawls 73 and 74. This
kind of construction is advantageous espe‘
cially if the individual component parts of
the vibratory drive system are very small
and the tolerances are of microscopic
dimensions.

In the graphs of Fig. 9 the amplitude of
displacement of one end of the vibratory
member. and of a center of gravity of a
ratchet wheel and magnet wheel of a vibra-
tory drive system according to the invention
are plotted against time. The curve 76 re-
presented by solid line shows the movement
of the vibratory body. whilst the curve 77
represented by a dash line shows the move-
ment of the center of gravity of the ratchet
wheel and magnet Wheel. The relation of
the two curves to one another is clear when
taken in connection with Fig. 2. The move-
ment path which is represented by the curve
76 passes through the middle axis 28 (fig.
2), whilst the center of gravity of ratchet
wheel and magnet wheel lies on the rotation
axis 27. It should be remembered that the
curves represent only a single component
of movement, namely that in the main direc-
tion of vibratory movements of the vibra-
torv member.
The curve 76 is a sine curve illustrating

the oscillation of the mechanical resonator
while curve 77 is the oscillating movement
of the centre of gravity of a loosely mounted
ratchet wheel. The abscissa of fig. 9 is the
time axis. and the neutral positions of the
mechanical oscillator and the wheel are at
the points where the respective curves cut
the abscissa.
When during operation the axis 28 passes

through the neutral position. the individual
component parts are located in a position
to each other corresponding approximately
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to that according to Fig. 3b. The rotation
axis 27 follows the axis 28. at a distance of
about a half of a pitch of a tooth of the
ratchet wheel. This condition is represented
in the graph of Fig. 9 by the points 78
and 79. At the point 78 there an inversion
of the acceleration of the axis 28 occurs,
whilst the rotation axis 27 maintains a sub-
stantially constant speed at point 79. There-
fot'e, the movement of the rotation axis from
the point 79 may be represented by a straight
line. to a point 80. At the point 30 the
rotation axis 27 is in advance of the axis
28 by the length of one pitch. This condi-
tion corresponds to the representation of
Fig. 38.
From the point 80 the movement of the

axis 28 determines the movement of the
rotation axis 27. Therefore from the point
80 the curve 77 continues as a sine curve,
to a point 82 lyingr vertically above the
point of intersection 83 of the curve 76
with the time axis.
At the point 83 the acceleration of the

axis 28 reverses whilst from point 82 the
rotation axis 27 maintains a constant speed
to a point 84 of the curve 77, so that here
the curve 77 becomes a straight line. The
position of the component parts with respect
to each other shown in Fig. 31' corresponds
to the working condition at point 84.
From point 84 the movement of the rota-

tion axis 27 is again completely determined
by the movement of the axis 28. Accord-
ingly from point 84 the curve 77 changes
back into a sine curve. until a point 86 lying
vertically below the point of intersection 87
of the curve 76 with the time axis is
reached.
Two points of intersection 88 and 89 of

the two curves 76 and 77 represent the
working conditions shown in Figures 3c and
3g.
The curve 77 disregards the influences of

friction and of the pawls affecting the ratchet
wheel. Therefore the identification of cer-
tain points of the two curves with certain
oositions; of the component parts in Fig.
3 is not necessarily quite accurate. When
for the curve 77 friction is considered. the
points 80 an 84 are displaced to the right
on the sinusoidal sections of the curve.
Obviously therefore the sections of the curve
lying between the points 79 and 80 on the
one hand and between the points 82 and
84 on the other hand cannot be straight
lines. When the influence of the pawls is
also considered, the shape of curve 77 at
points 80 and 84 may be appreciably
different from that shown.
Generally it can be stated that the move-

ment ef the ratchet wheel and magnet wheel.
and the movement of the rotation axis 27,
respectively. includes two sine curve parts.
One sine curve part is the section lying be-

tween the points 80 and 82 of the curve 77.
The other sine curve part is the section
lying between the points 84 and 86 of the
curve 77.

Fig. 9 shows that the amplitude of the
ratchet wheel exceeds the amplitude of the
mechanical oscillator by approximately one
tooth pitch, as explained previously.

WHAT WE CLAIM IS:~
I. A vibratory drive system suitable. but

not exclusively for time-pieces. said drive
system comprising a vibratory member, a
motion-convert-ing system mounted on a
vibrating portion of said vibratory member,
said motion-converting system including a
pair of pawls extending oppositely to one
another and substantially parallel to the
direction of vibration of said portion. a
ratchet wheel located so as to be acted upon
by both said pawls. support means for said
ratchet wheel enabling it to rotate. said
ratchet wheel or pawls being loosely
mounted in order to allow free relative
movement between said pawls and ratchet
wheel to a limited extent to and fro in the
direction of said vibration. a stepwise rota~
tional movement being imparted to the
ratchet wheel whenever the direction of
motion of said vibratory motion is reversed.
due to said relative movement caused by
the inertia of the ratchet wheel or pawls
respectively.

2. A vibratory drive system as claimed
in claim 1, wherein the axis of the ratchet
wheel is movable relative to the vibratory
member. whilst the pawls are fixed to the
vibratory member.

3. A vibratory drive system as claimed
in claim 1, wherein the ratchet wheel has a
hole into which a pivot fixed to the vibra-
tory member projects, the cross-section of
haild pivot being smaller than that of the
oe.
4. A vibratory drive system as claimed

in claim 3, wherein the hole is formed as a
concentric hole in the ratchet wheel and the
pivot is formed as a circular cylinder.

5. A vibratory drive system as claimed
in claim I, wherein the ratchet wheel is
fixed to a wheel axle at least one end of
which projects into an axle bearing. the
diameter of said axle bearing being greater
than that of the wheel axle.

6. A vibratory drive system as claimed
in Claim I. wherein the ratchet wheel is
arranged between stops, the distance be-
tween which in the direction of the vibra-
tion is greater than the diameter of the
ratchet wheel.

7. A Vibratory drive system as claimed
in claims 6 wherein the stops limiting the
reciprocal mobility between ratchet wheel
and pawls in the direction of vibration are
fixed to the vibratory member.
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8. A vibratory drive system as claimed
in claim 4, wherein the play between the
hole and the pivot, i.e. the difference of the
diameters of hole and pivot, amounts to
substantially the length of a tooth of the
ratchet wheel, and wherein the pawls are
fixed to the vibratory member at points dis-
placed in the direction of vibration by a
quarter of the length of a tooth of the
ratchet wheel from positions diametrically
opposed about the pivot.

9. A vibratory drive system as claimed
in claim 1, wherein the pawls and ratchet
wheel are arranged in a closed sleeve de-
tachably mounted on the vibratory
member.

10. A vibratory drive system as claimed
in claim 1. comprising a magnetic pole shoe
located on the vibratory member and a. drive
coil therefor. the coil being lccated on a
fixed core.

11. A vibratory drive system as claimed
in claim 1. comprising a sleeve enclosing the
ratchet wheel, the sleeve being filled with
a liquid having a low vapor pressure or a
low viscosity, or a lubricating gas.

12. A vibratory drive system as claimed
in claim 11. wherein the sleeve is filled with
silicone oil.

13. A vibratory drive system as claimed
in claim 1. wherein the vibratory member
is a part of a mechanical resonator forming

the time keeping element of an electric time-
piece the resonant vibrations of said
mechanical resonator being maintained by
an electric drive.

14. A vibratory drive system as claimed
in any one of the preceding claims, wherein
a torque is magnetically transferred from
the ratchet wheel to a rotatable coupling
wheel driving the gear train of a timepiece.

15. A motion converter comprising a
support adapted to be rigidly fastened to an
element which performs a periodic oscilla-
tory movement, at ratchet disc arranged
loosely on said support with the plane of
the disc lying approximately parallel to the
plane of said movement. a pair of a=but-
ment blocks or stops fixed to said support.
arranged on opposite diametral points of
the disc and spaced apart a distance slightly
greater than the diameter of the disc, and a
pair of parallel oppositely directed pawls
fixed to the support and arranged so as to
be capable of engaging the disc at diametri-
cally opposed peripheral locations, the
inertia of the disc under the effect of the
periodic movement causing its periphery to
engage the stops and pawls. the engagement
of the ratchet teeth with said pawls causing
the periodic movement of said element to
be transformed into unidirectional rotary
movement of said disc.
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